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June 14, 2016 | By Neil Madsen, Managing Director
In this article – Every day the media brings us more stories about co-living, co-working, co-sharing
and other elements of the “we” economy. What, then, is “co-investing?” Does it have something to do with
a new tech start-up launched by Millennials? Not really.
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recently attracted increased attention from institutional investors. Find out more about this trend in
institutional investment and how you can integrate it into your strategic plan.
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Pros


Creates opportunity to “cherry
pick” by reviewing individual
deals and opting in to those
that best fit individual investor
criteria.

Cons
 Requires thorough and timely due diligence on individual
properties or portfolios, which may strain investor
resources.


If investor’s existing portfolio is primarily fund-oriented, coinvesting may add “lumpiness” by introducing concentrated
exposures to individual properties.



The sponsor may encounter conflicts of interest while
managing both the “host” fund’s interest and the coinvestors’ interest in the same property or portfolio. (For
example, differing fees, prefs, and promotes between the
two could motivate the sponsor to act differently.)



Spreading investments across more vehicles increases upfront documentation and ongoing administrative and
reporting burdens.

Investor



Sponsor

Investor may be able to
achieve better economics
(lower fees, better waterfall)
than those offered to fund
investors.
Provides a way to invest in
assets that would otherwise be
prohibited
due
to
concentration limitations or
other fund restrictions.

In addition to the pros and cons of Definition #1, it is useful to know that co-investment provisions vary widely in
partnership documents. For example:
•

Sponsors may or may not be required to offer any co-investment opportunities to “host” fund investors.

•

Offering co-investments to investors outside the “host” fund may or may not be permitted.

•

There may or may not be a protocol for which “host” fund investors are offered co-investment opportunities,
what allocations they are offered, and in what order.
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Investor

Pros
 Relatively small investors can negotiate better economics
(lower fees, better waterfall) for the investor. For example,
a $20m investment representing 2/3 of the sponsor capital
in a $600m partnership requiring $30m (5%) of sponsor
capital will likely have more negotiating strength than a
$20m “traditional” investment in a $600m partnership.




Additional liability such as
personal recourse to the
investor must be addressed or
avoided
through
careful
structuring and documentation.



May require providing more
observation rights, or even
higher
control
levels,
to
investor.



Presence of third-party sponsor
capital should be disclosed,
and may inhibit fundraising
efforts.

Similarly, relatively small investors can achieve more
control over and/or visibility into partnership decisions.



Frees up otherwise illiquid sponsor equity for use in other
projects, enabling sponsors to diversify their capital
across more deals.



Increases the expected IRR & equity multiple on the “true”
sponsor capital in the deal.

Sponsor

Cons

Crucial Steps Toward Implementation
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A thoughtful approach to co-investing can enhance a real estate portfolio by providing increased exposure to
investments that are particularly well suited for a specific institution. To maximize potential benefits, the following
steps are critical:
•

Evaluate the existing portfolio’s composition to determine which property types, geographies, and/or risk profiles
are underweight, both currently and prospectively, relative
to the overall strategy. Focus on June
opportunities
that
2
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fit those needs, rather than pursuing every co-investment opportunity that arises.

•

Perform an honest assessment of in-house capabilities to conduct thorough and timely property-level and
deal-level due diligence when opportunities arise. If doing so will strain resources, arrange for help either by
reconfiguring internal staff or outsourcing.

•

Review partnership documents governing current fund investments to determine existing co-investment
rights, if any.

•

Communicate with fund managers to help them understand your objectives and due diligence processes, so
your agenda is top of mind when they encounter co-investment opportunities.
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Article and research prepared by Neil Madsen, Managing Director.
RCLCO provides real estate economics and market analysis, strategic planning, management consulting, litigation support, fiscal and
economic impact analysis, investment analysis, portfolio structuring, and monitoring services to real estate investors, developers,
home builders, financial institutions, and public agencies. Our real estate consultants help clients make the best decisions about real
estate investment, repositioning, planning, and development.
RCLCO’s advisory groups provide market-driven, analytically based, and financially sound solutions. Interested in learning more
about RCLCO’s services? Please visit us at www.rclco.com/expertise.

Disclaimer: Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the data contained in this Advisory
reflect accurate and timely information, and the data is believed to be reliable and comprehensive. The
Advisory is based on estimates, assumptions, and other information developed by RCLCO from its
independent research effort and general knowledge of the industry. This Advisory contains opinions that
represent our view of reasonable expectations at this particular time, but our opinions are not offered as
predictions or assurances that particular events will occur.
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